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Abstract: Aerosol is a suspension of fine chemical or biological particles in the air, and it is harmful,
easily causing air pollution, respiratory diseases, infrastructure corrosion, and poor visibility. There-
fore, the development of advanced optical sensors for real-time detection of aerosol deposition is of
great significance. In this work, a prism-coupled composite optical waveguide (COWG) sensor for
aerosol deposition detection based on surface scattering is proposed and demonstrated theoretically
and experimentally. The COWG consists of a single-mode slab glass waveguide locally covered with
a tapered thin film of high-index metal oxide. The tapered film can greatly enhance the evanescent
field through the adiabatic transition of the fundamental transverse electric (TE0) mode between the
uncovered and film-covered regions, thereby enabling the COWG to serve as a simple yet highly
sensitive evanescent-wave scattering sensor for sensitive detection of aerosol deposition. The COWG
with a tapered layer of Ta2O5 was prepared by masked sputtering, aerosol salt particle deposition
on the COWG was successfully detected, and the influence of surface water droplets on the COWG
sensor performance was analyzed. The experimental results indicate that the sensitivity of the COWG
is 30 times higher than that of the bare glass waveguide.

Keywords: composite optical waveguide; surface scattering; aerosol deposition; enhanced evanescent
field

1. Introduction

Aerosols are multiphase mixtures composed of fine solid particles and/or liquid
droplets suspended in a gas medium, usually air. Most aerosols are harmful and can cause
air pollution, infrastructure corrosion, respiratory diseases, and reduced visibility [1–5].
Even global warming has something to do with aerosols [6]. It is virus aerosol transmission
that is mainly responsible for the recent outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic [2]. In the
aerosol family, sea-salt aerosol is one of the most abundant aerosols, and it has a strong
influence on the marine atmosphere and can also cause coastal infrastructure corrosion [3,4].
Due to the above-mentioned negative effects of aerosols, the detection and monitoring of
aerosol particle deposition have attracted much attention. The most used technique for
detecting aerosols is free-space light scattering monitoring using a digital CCD camera [7,8].
Although the data processing of CCD images allows for aerosol particle counting, this
method has limited sensitivity and thus cannot be used for accurate detection, especially in
the case of low-concentration aerosols.

In addition to conventional optical particle counting and gravimetry [9–12], some
cutting-edge optical sensing techniques, such as whispering gallery mode (WGM) microres-
onators [13–16], have been used for aerosol deposition detection. A WGM microresonator
is an ultrasensitive evanescent-wave sensor capable of detecting single particle deposition,
but its structure is complicated, and the fabricating process is cumbersome. Moreover,
the WGM microresonator is difficult to operate and inconvenient to use. In contrast, slab
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optical waveguides fabricated on glass substrates are suitable for practical application as
aerosol deposition detectors. This is because slab glass waveguides are simple to fabri-
cate, chemically robust, and cost-effective [17–19]. The only disadvantage of slab glass
waveguide sensors is a low sensitivity due to a weak evanescent field. In this work, a
slab-glass-waveguide-based evanescent-wave scattering sensor with significant sensitivity
enhancement is proposed for aerosol deposition detection. The sensitivity enhancement
is realized using the composite optical waveguide (COWG) structure, which can yield a
locally enhanced evanescent field.

The COWG consists of a single-mode slab glass waveguide locally covered with a
tapered high-index film, which is a perfect combination of a graded-index glass waveguide
and a step-index thin-film waveguide and possesses all the advantages of these two
waveguides, such as low loss and ease of prism coupling for glass waveguides and strong
evanescent field for thin-film waveguides. The COWG allows for the adiabatic transition
of the fundamental modes (TE0 and TM0) between the uncovered and film-covered regions
based on the tapered velocity coupling theory [20]. For sensor applications, the COWG
utilizes the tapered high-index film as the sensing layer and the uncovered areas of ion-
exchanged glass for input and output optical coupling with prism couplers. The strong
evanescent field penetrating out of the high-index film can interact with the chemical and
biological measurands on the film surface to improve the sensitivity and detection limit.
In our previous work, the COWG was used as a polarimetric interferometer for sensitive
chemical and biological detection [21–23]. This work reports on the first application of
the COWG as an evanescent-wave scattering sensor for the detection of aerosol particle
deposition. The COWG characteristics and the sensor performance are investigated below.

2. Theory and Simulation

We first studied the modal properties of the ion-exchanged slab glass waveguide. The
ion-exchanged glass layer has a graded index profile that can be expressed as a Gaussian
function of the distance away from the surface (x):

n(x) = ns +
(

nsur f − ns

)
exp

[
−(x/D)2

]
(1)

where ns and nsur f are the refractive indices of the glass substrate and the waveguide surface
(x = 0), respectively; D represents the effective ion-diffusion depth and is determined by
the ion-exchange temperature and ion-exchange time. The equation indicates that the
refractive index of the ion-exchanged layer gradually decreases from nsur f down to ns
with increasing depth. Simulations were carried out based on the multilayer waveguide
model where the ion-exchanged core layer is divided into 100 layers of equal thickness
and different refractive indices. The parameters used in the calculation process include
ns = 1.52, nsur f = 1.528, D = 2 µm, λ = 633 nm, and nc = 1 (air cladding). Figure 1
shows the calculated effective refractive index profiles for both the TE and TM modes with
different mode order numbers. The simulation results indicate that the ion-exchanged glass
waveguide with an effective ion-diffusion depth of D = 2 µm is a single-mode waveguide.

In this work, we chose tantalum pentoxide thin film to prepare the COWG, because it
is a high-quality optical film with high refractive index of n = 2.1 (with negligible imaginary
part k) [24], high optical transmission, and good thermal and chemical stability. Figure 2a
shows the COWG structure with a tapered thin film of Ta2O5. When the TE0 mode excited
in the ion-exchanged core layer propagates into the Ta2O5 film-covered area of the COWG,
it gradually lifts toward the surface with increasing film thickness, resulting in evanescent
field enhancement in the film-covered region. For this reason, the Ta2O5 film was used as
the evanescent-wave sensing layer of the COWG sensor. For straightforward understanding
of the evanescent field enhancement with the COWG structure, we calculated the field
distribution of the TE0 mode in the waveguide consisting of the glass substrate, the ion-
exchanged core layer, the thin film of Ta2O5, and the air cladding. In the calculation process,
the ion-exchanged core layer with D = 2 µm was still divided into 100 layers of equal
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thickness and different indices. The waveguide structure involved in the above calculation
is referred to as the COWG model. The calculated results are shown in Figure 2b. As the
thickness of Ta2O5 film gradually increases from 0 nm to 50 nm, the maximum field of the
TE0 mode moves step-by-step toward the interface between the ion-exchanged layer and
Ta2O5 film and finally enters the film. The upward shift of the TE0 mode greatly boosts the
evanescent field.
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Aerosol deposition on the sensing layer of the COWG would increase the surface
roughness of the layer, consequently increasing the evanescent-wave scattering loss. This
scattering loss can be simulated based on Tien’s theory, which indicates that the surface
scattering loss (αS) in dB per unit length for a three-layer slab waveguide can be expressed
as Equation (2) [25]:

αS = 8.686K2
0

(
σ2

12 + σ2
13

)(
n f

2 − N2
)3/2(

NTe f f

)−1
(2)
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where K0 = 2π/λ (λ is the wavelength in vacuum), σ12 and σ13 are the root mean square
roughness values of the lower and upper surfaces of the core layer, nf is the refractive
index of the core layer, N is the effective refractive index of the guided mode, and Teff is
the effective thickness of the waveguide. When aerosol deposition occurs on the COWG
surface, σ13 changes, and αS also changes according to the following equation:

dαs/dσ13 = 17.372K2
0

(
n f

2 − N2
)3/2(

NTe f f

)−1
σ13 (3)

To understand the surface-scattering-based COWG sensing mechanism and to opti-
mize the COWG design, we first calculated N and Teff based on the COWG model, and we
then carried out simulations of αs and dαS/dσ13 at different thicknesses (T) of the Ta2O5
film by using Equations (2) and (3). Prior to the calculations, we measured the surface
roughness of ion-exchanged glass (σ12) and sputtered Ta2O5 film (σ13) by atomic force mi-
croscopy (AFM). As shown in Figure 3, the AFM images with 5 µm × 5 µm scanning areas
indicate that the root mean square roughness is σ12 = 0.5 nm for the ion-exchanged glass
and σ13 = 1.5 nm for the sputtered Ta2O5 film. Figure 4a–d show the four calculated curves,
N(T), Teff(T), αs(T), and dαS/dσ13(T). They have a common feature in that they contain a
slow-to-fast transition in the thickness range from T = 0 to 60 nm. The transition point
is at T = 46 nm, which is the cut-off thickness for the TE0 mode in the Ta2O5 waveguide.
Both αs and dαS/dσ13 have their peak values at T = 81 nm. αS rapidly increases up to
100 dB/cm with increasing T from 46 nm to 81 nm. A combination of Figure 4c,d indicates
that although a large thickness of the Ta2O5 film can result in an enhanced sensitivity, the
surface scattering loss also increases. If the initial surface scattering loss is large, then the
output light of the COWG sensor is weak, which is not conducive to aerosol deposition
detection with a high signal-to-noise ratio over a wide dynamic range. To balance the
performance of the COWG scattering sensor and its initial scattering loss, the maximum
thickness of the tapered Ta2O5 film was controlled to be T ≤ 50 nm in this work.
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The above Equations (2) and (3) apply to uniform waveguides. The COWG with a
tapered film of Ta2O5 is a non-uniform slab waveguide that can be divided into a series of
short segments of equal length. Each segment is approximately a uniform waveguide with
different Ta2O5 film thickness; thus, its attenuation αS(z) can be derived from Equation (2).
As a result, the total attenuation (α) and its variation (∆α) for the COWG can be expressed
as Equations (4) and (5):

α =
∫ z=L

z=0
αs(z)dz (4)

∆α =
∫ z=L

z=0
∆αs(z)dz (5)
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where L is the length of the tapered Ta2O5 film along the mode-propagating direction z (see
Figure 2a). In our experiments using the COWG for aerosol deposition detection, changes in
total attenuation (∆α) caused by aerosol deposition are determined using the following formula:

∆α = −10 log(It/I0) (6)

where I0 and It are the output light intensities of the COWG measured before and after
aerosol deposition.
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3. Materials and Methods
3.1. Fabrication of the COWG

The COWGs were fabricated in two steps. The first step was preparing single-mode
slab waveguides on a soda-lime slide glass substrate (76 mm × 26 mm × 1 mm) by the ion-
exchange method. The ion-exchange process was performed by immersing glass substrates
into molten KNO3 at 400 ◦C for 30 min, which resulted in the formation of a potassium
ion-exchanged layer about 2 µm thick on the glass substrate. The simulation results in
Figure 1 show that a 2 µm thick potassium ion-exchanged layer is a single-mode waveguide
capable of propagating both the TE0 and TM0 modes at 633 nm wavelength; the second
step was sputtering Ta2O5 thin film onto the single-mode slab glass waveguide. To taper
the two ends of the film, a steel mask containing a rectangular window in its mid-area was
used to shield the slab glass waveguide during the sputtering process. By controlling the
sputtering time, the thickness of the Ta2O5 films was controlled to not be below 50 nm.
The resulting film had a length of L = 15 mm, including two tapered ends approximately
1 mm long. A photograph of the as-prepared COWG chip is shown in Figure 5a. From the
photograph shown in Figure 5b, the surface-scattering-induced bright streak is clearly seen
along the propagation path of the TE0 mode in the COWG.
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3.2. Construction of the Experimental Setup

Figure 6a schematically shows the surface scattering based COWG sensor with the
aerosol generation and delivery system, and Figure 6b displays the corresponding actual
sensor prototype. Figure 6c show the laboratory-made multipurpose holder, which contains
a waveguide supporter and a pair of prism holder and can be used to assemble the COWG,
the gas chamber, and the prism couplers together to form a stable integrated optical gas-
sensing element. This multipurpose holder as the key component of the sensor prototype
guarantees the long-time stable operation of the system. The aerosol generation was
realized using a commercial nebulizer (operating pressure of 80 kPa–150 kPa, number of
particles with a diameter of 6 µm accounting for 60%, and a gas flow rate of 7 L/min). A
gas chamber with an open port was attached to the COWG, exposing the tapered Ta2O5
thin film to the chamber. Using a gas pump, aerosol flow was delivered at a flow rate
of ~0.2 m/s into the chamber to surround the Ta2O5 film. Excess aerosol spontaneously
escaped from the gas chamber, keeping the pressure inside the chamber at 1 atm. The
aerosol flow could be switched on and off with a valve. Experimental testing of aerosol
deposition detection using the COWG scattering sensor was performed by generating wet
salt aerosol from a series of aqueous saline solutions with different salt concentrations.
According to the literature [26], in the case of a fixed flow rate, the rate of salt deposition
on the COWG surface is a function of the salt concentration of the aerosol samples and
increases with the salt concentration. We measured salt concentrations of multiple aerosol
samples by gravimetry, and we thus obtained a quasi-linear relationship between the
aerosol concentration and the solution concentration, as shown in Figure 7.

Using the prism coupling method, an s-polarized laser beam with a wavelength of
λ = 633 nm was coupled into the COWG to excite the TE0 mode of the ion-exchanged
core layer. The output light intensity of the COWG was monitored over time using a
photodetector, and the scattered light from the Ta2O5 film-covered region of the COWG
was also simultaneously monitored using a CCD digital camera equipped with an optical
magnifier. By processing the grayscale image data obtained with the CCD camera, the time
course of the scattered light intensity was obtained and then compared with the detected
time course of the output light intensity. It is worth noting that the slab COWG mounted
on a specially designed holder was perpendicular to the tabletop to prevent the presence of
large water droplets on the COWG surface. All measurements in this work were carried
out at room temperature (~20 ◦C).
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4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Methodology Validation

To demonstrate the applicability of the COWG scattering sensor for aerosol deposition
detection, wet salt aerosol flow (1.41 mg/L) as the analyte sample was generated. After
the output light intensity of the COWG was observed to be stable with time, the COWG
was exposed to aerosol flow, and its response was measured continuously. In addition, the
scattered light streak on the COWG surface was simultaneously recorded using a digital
camera in video mode. During the measurement, the influence of on/off switching of
the aerosol flow on the COWG response was also considered. As shown in Figure 8a, the
surface streak became brighter with increasing exposure time. To obtain the time course of
scattered light intensity, the image data of each frame of the video were processed, giving
the normalized intensities of scattered light at different time points. As shown in Figure 8b,
the scattered light intensity increased stepwise, attributed to the step-by-step exposure of
the COWG to the wet salt aerosol. For comparison, the time course of output light intensity
is also included in Figure 8b. The comparison of the two time courses of scattered light
intensity and output light intensity obtained in the same process indicates that the output
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light decay results from the increased surface scattering due to salt particle deposition.
The combination of scattered light detection and output light detection confirmed that the
COWG scattering sensor can be used for aerosol deposition detection.
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Figure 8. Experimental results: (a) the scattering-induced bright streaks on the COWG surface
observed before (t = 0 s) and at different times after exposure to wet salt aerosol; (b) the time courses
of the scattered light intensity and the output light intensity of the COWG obtained during alternate
opening and closing of the aerosol flow; (c) the water contact angle (75◦) measured with the Ta2O5

thin film of the COWG.

As shown in Figure 8c, the water contact angle of the Ta2O5 film was measured to be
θ = 75◦. Such a hydrophilic surface can lower the dynamic interfacial tension when aerosol
particles collide with it [27], which is beneficial to wet aerosol deposition and sensitivity
enhancement. A hydrophobic surface is not conducive to water droplet adhesion and, thus,
to aerosol deposition. On the hand, a super-hydrophilic surface is also not conducive to
aerosol deposition detection because it allows a continuous water film with low surface
roughness to easily form. Therefore, we suggest that the tapered high-index film of the
COWG should have an appropriate water contact angle between 50◦ and 90◦ to allow as
many aerosol particles as possible to be detected.

4.2. Effect of Water Droplet Deposition

Because salt deposition from wet aerosol is inevitably accompanied by water droplet
deposition, the influence of surface water droplets on the COWG’s sensitivity to salt
deposition should be considered. To investigate the effect of water droplet deposition,
an aerosol flow of pure water droplets was generated and delivered to the gas chamber,
and the output light intensity of the COWG was measured with time. Figure 9 shows the
measured results. As the COWG was exposed to the water droplet aerosol, the output light
intensity rapidly decreased to a minimum and then barely changed with time. Injection
of dry airflow into the gas chamber to replace the water droplet aerosol inside caused the
output light intensity to recover to the initial level within 1 min. The recovery process of
output light intensity includes two steps of slow increase and fast increase, implying that
the water droplet evaporation from the COWG surface undergoes two stages: the early
stage is a change in droplet size from large to small, and the latter stage is a rapid reduction
in the number of droplets. The same results as above were obtained with three repeated
measurements, as shown in Figure 9. These findings indicate that water droplet deposition
and subsequent evaporation is a fully reversible cyclic process. With this conclusion, the
influence of water droplet deposition on the sensitivity of the COWG to salt deposition can
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be completely eliminated. Therefore, the surface scattering based COWG sensor can be
used for accurate detection of solid-state particle deposition from wet aerosols.
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4.3. Responses of the COWG Scattering Sensor to Aerosol Salt Deposition

To investigate the time dependence of the COWG response to aerosol salt deposition, a
3.5 wt.% saline solution was prepared, which was then used to generate a salt aerosol flow
with a constant flow rate. After the COWG’s output light intensity was observed to be stable,
the salt aerosol flow was delivered into the gas chamber for salt deposition for 40 s, and
then the aerosol flow was directly switched to dry airflow to evaporate the water droplets
formed on the Ta2O5 film of the COWG. This deposition–evaporation cycle was repeated
five times in succession, during which the COWG’s output light intensity was continuously
monitored. Figure 10a shows the temporal responses of the COWG to the five successive
deposition–evaporation cycles. Each aerosol delivery resulted in a rapid and large reduction
in output light intensity, and switching the aerosol flow to dry airflow caused the light
intensity to recover to a certain value below the initial intensity before aerosol exposure. An
initially abrupt drop in light intensity followed by a relatively slow drop was observed in
the first cycle; the abrupt intensity drop results from the fast co-deposition of salt and water
droplets, and the relatively slow intensity drop is attributable to the surface infiltration of
the COWG. Water droplet evaporation led to a partial recovery of the light intensity. The
net reduction in output light intensity (e.g., ∆I = I0 – I1 for the first cycle), corresponding to
the scattered light increment, is the contribution of the salt deposition. Figure 10b displays
a plot of the output light intensities (I0~I5) against the accumulated aerosol deposition
time duration, which presents a good linear relationship. The accumulated changes (∆α)
in the COWG attenuation after every deposition–evaporation cycle were calculated using
Equation (6) with the initial light intensity I0 as the reference. Figure 10c shows the
calculated results. ∆α nonlinearly increased with the deposition time, being a quadratic
function of time. According to Equation (3), ∆α is directly proportional to ∆σ13; this means
that the COWG surface roughness also nonlinearly changes with the salt deposition time.
For comparison, a bare glass waveguide (BGWG) was also used to detect aerosol salt
deposition under the same conditions as above. The results obtained with the BGWG are
included in Figure 10a–c. During aerosol salt deposition, the BGWG showed a similar
response to that of the COWG, except that the response amplitude of the COWG was
30 times larger than that of the BGWG. This comparison result verifies that the COWG
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structure can indeed greatly enhance the evanescent field and consequently improve the
detection sensitivity.
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To study the concentration dependence of the COWG response to aerosol salt de-
position, five saline solutions with different concentrations were prepared and used to
generate five aerosol flows with equal flow rates but different concentrations. Accord-
ing to Figure 7, the salt concentration of aerosol was proportional to that of the saline
solution. The temporal response of the COWG to salt deposition from each aerosol was
measured within a deposition time of 15 s. The above five aerosols were successively
delivered into the gas chamber in order from low concentration to high concentration,
resulting in five deposition–evaporation cycles. Figure 11a shows the temporal responses
of the COWG to the five deposition–evaporation cycles. Similar to Figure 10a, in each
deposition–evaporation cycle, the salt and water droplet co-deposition resulted in a sharp
drop in light intensity, and the water evaporation caused a partial recovery of light intensity.
The net reduction in output light intensity increased with the salt concentration of aerosol.
The attenuation variation ∆α induced in each deposition–evaporation cycle was calculated
using Equation (6). Figure 11b shows the calculated results. ∆α is a nonlinear function of
the NaCl concentration of the aerosol. ∆α = 0 obtained at a concentration of 1.44 mg/L
indicates that in the case of the salt concentration not exceeding this value, the COWG
sensor is unable to produce a measurable response within 15 s. According to the findings
shown in Figure 10, a longer exposure time is required for the COWG sensor to make a
measurable response to salt deposition from a low-concentration aerosol. Since aerosol
salt deposition is an irreversible process, exposure of the COWG to one aerosol sample
can affect the accuracy of detection of the next aerosol sample unless the COWG surface is
sufficiently cleaned with water before the next measurement. Such negative influence is
smaller for successive measurements from low concentration to high concentration than
for those in the reverse order.
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5. Conclusions

An optical method for aerosol deposition detection based on the evanescent-wave
scattering of a COWG was proposed and demonstrated for the first time in this paper.
A COWG with a tapered high-index dielectric layer as the surface sensing region was
prepared and characterized theoretically and experimentally. The maximum thickness
of the tapered layer of Ta2O5 was optimized under the guidance of simulations of the
trade-off between the surface sensitivity and the propagation loss of the COWG. Wet
salt aerosol was generated using a laboratory-made aerosol generator, and the detection
of aerosol salt deposition on the COWG was then performed by monitoring the COWG
output light intensity in real time. Salt and water droplet co-deposition on the COWG
surface resulted in a large and rapid change in the output light intensity, and water droplet
deposition is a fully reversible process. The sensitivity of the COWG scattering sensor to salt
depositions can be obtained via deposition–evaporation cycles. The sensitivity in terms of
the attenuation variation was demonstrated to be nonlinearly dependent on the deposition
time at a given salt concentration and on the salt concentration at a fixed deposition time.
The experimental results obtained in the laboratory reveal that the sensitivity of the COWG
is 30 times higher than that of a bare glass waveguide under the same test conditions. This
work demonstrated the first application of COWG enhanced surface scattering for the
direct detection of aerosol particle deposition. The COWG sensor prototype prepared in
this work is a portable instrument with high stability and low power consumption, and it
has a great potential for field detection of aerosol salt deposition.
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